Abstract
Introduction

30
The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is an intensively studied set of genes in macaques ( era where the per-base cost of sequencing is dropping rapidly, we explored the feasibility of obtaining whole exome 82 sequencing data while maintaining parity of results with the traditional MHC PCR amplicon approach. 83
Here we introduce MHC genotyping via macaque exome sequencing (MES), which is an exome sequencing-based 84 workflow for comprehensive MHC class I and class II genotyping in macaques. This workflow uses a commercially 85 available human exome target-capture enrichment kit in conjunction with specialized spike-in target-capture probes 86 to specifically cope with the high copy number of macaque MHC genes. We show that accuracy of Indian rhesus 87 macaque MHC class I and class II results from this workflow are comparable to conventional MiSeq genotyping 88 when using exon 2 reference sequences. we define "IPD exon 2" as this database of reference sequences. SAM output files from bbmap were parsed with the 119
Python package pandas to enumerate the reads from each animal that were identical to IPD exon 2 reference 120 sequences. Mamu-A, -B, -DRB, -DQA1, -DQB1, -DPA1 and -DPB1 lineage-level haplotypes were inferred for each 121 of the samples with a semi-automated custom workflow that identifies diagnostic alleles associated with previously 122 defined rhesus macaque haplotypes (Karl et al. 2013; Otting et al. 2017) . 123
MHC class I and class II genotyping by exome sequencing
124
Genomic DNA was isolated as described above and shipped to the Human Genome Sequencing Center at the Baylor 125 genotyping is paramount, we used a ratio of 2.5x spike-in probes to 1x VCRom2.1 probes. The supplemental probes 142 for MHC and rhesus macaque were a single reagent, and the MHC-specific probes only constituted 609 kb of the 143 37.9 Mb probes (Prall et al. 2017) . HLA-DRB5 exons 2-4 (Gene ID: 3127). This mapping was done by using bbmap with default parameters, which 156 corresponds to a minimum alignment identity of approximately 76% (Bushnell et al. 2017 ). Empirically, these 157 mapping parameters are sufficient to map macaque MHC reads to their human orthologues. Mapped reads were 158 written to a new fastq file using bbmap's outm= parameter. To quantify the total number of reads in a sample and 159 the number of reads extracted with our reference file, we created a custom Python script, which is available to 160 download. 161
MHC genotyping from exome data
162
Two complementary data analysis strategies were employed to analyze the exome sequence data, and to verify 163 reproducibility and confidence in the MHC genotyping results. For accuracy and quantification purposes, the 164 expected MHC genotypes for each animal were established based on concordance among at least two out of the 165 three described strategies and biological plausibility, e.g., no more than two alleles per Mamu-DQA1, -DQB1,
Strategy 1: MHC genotyping using Diagnostic Sub-Region (DSR) 168
The Diagnostic Sub-Region (DSR) was an intra-allelic region that encompassed polymorphisms, and these 169 polymorphisms were distinguishable from alleles with similar sequences. Therefore, this method ensured the DSR 170 was captured in at least one read for each called allele. MHC class I and class II reads initially were extracted from 171 each animal by mapping the FASTQ reads to HLA class I and class II reference sequences containing exons 2-3 and 172 exons 2-4, respectively, plus the intervening intron(s) as described above in 'Enumeration of MHC reads in exome 173 data'. Reads were mapped to these reference sequences using bbmap with default parameters and the parameter 174 (qtrim=lr) (Bushnell et al. 2017) . 175
Following extraction of MHC reads from the total exome sequences, the MHC reads were prepared for assembly 176 using a modified version of a data pre-processing pipeline, which included tools from the BBTools package 177 (Bushnell et al. 2017 ). Briefly, optical duplicates and reads from low-quality regions of the sequencing run were 178 removed. Next, Illumina sequencing adapters were trimmed from the ends of sequencing reads. Any residual spike-179 in or PhiX sequences that inadvertently survived mapping to HLA class I and class II were then removed. Three 180 rounds of error-correction and read merging were performed to create high-confidence merged reads that were well-181 supported by common kmers found in the extracted MHC reads. The error-corrected reads were not merged with a 182 minimum overlap, but instead were separately mapped against the IPD exon 2 sequences using bbmapskimmer. The 183 default settings for the software tool bbmapskimmer were used with the following modified parameters 184 (semiperfectmode=t ambiguous=all ssa=t maxsites=50000 maxsites2=50000 expectedsites=50000) (Bushnell et al. 185 2017). The semiperfectmode setting accepted reads with perfect matches, as well as reads that extended off the end 186 of contigs for no more than half of the length of the mapped read segment. The ambiguous setting and the 187 'expectedsites' setting reported the first 50,000 matched read segments that met the 'semiperfectmode' filtering, 188 which was set exceedingly high in order to exhaustively map our IPD exon 2 reference file of ~1600 alleles. Using 189 semiperfect mode, these were the segment sequences with the longest matching length. This output file included all
We then used samtools mpileup with the settings (-A -a --ff UNMAP -x -B -q 0 -Q 0) on the bbmapskimmer output 192 to calculate a depth of coverage at each position for each IPD exon 2 sequence. Next, we removed any aligned reads 193 to the IPD exon 2 database sequences that contained less than a minimum depth of coverage of two across the entire 194 reference sequence. For ambiguously-mapped reads, the alignments with the longest-matching region were selected 195 for further analysis; ties among alignments were counted multiple times. To reduce the number of false positives, we 196 used Python pandas to only report database sequence matches that had at least one unambiguously mapped read. 197
Based on these mapping parameters, unambiguously-mapped reads must span the DSR. The MHC genotypes from 198 this method were reported as the minimum depth of coverage for each IPD exon 2 database sequence per animal. 199 within an infected person (Baaijens et al. 2017 ). Therefore, we utilized the overlap assembly algorithm SAVAGE, 207 originally designed to reconstruct viral haplotypes, to reconstruct MHC allele sequences from exome reads (Baaijens 208 et al. 2017 ). Similar to Strategy 1 above, HLA-mapped reads were pre-processed using the BBTools package to 209 remove low quality reads and optical duplicates. Next, adapters were trimmed, residual spike-in and PhiX sequences 210 were removed, three steps of error-correction took place, and reads were merged. These merged reads, as well as 211 high-confidence unmerged paired-end reads that could not be grouped into an overlapping merged read, were used 212 for SAVAGE assembly. The following workflow was implemented in a reproducible snakemake workflow that fully 213 documents parameter selection (Koster and Rahman 2012), and is available upon request. 214 SAVAGE is designed to construct individual haplotypes from the overlap graph of individual reads. We processed 215 the totality of sequence data in a single patch in order to maximize the sensitivity of the contiguous reconstruction 216 with parameter '--split 1', as well as the parameter '--revcomp' to handle reverse complement reads. The IPD exon 2reference database that was used for MiSeq and DSR genotyping was also used to assess the quality of SAVAGE 218 genotypes. The IPD sequences were mapped to contigs produced by SAVAGE using sensitive parameters in bbmap 219 (minlength=100 vslow=t subfilter=0 indelfilter=0 lengthtag=t ignorefrequentkmers=t kfilter=100) designed to 220 identify sequences that perfectly match SAVAGE contigs. A post-processing script refined these mappings, and 221 only retained the mappings where the length of the mapped region was the same as the length of the IPD exon 2 222 sequence. These mappings indicated where the reference database sequence was fully and exactly contained within a 223 SAVAGE contig. 224 225 226
Results
228
MHC reads are efficiently enriched using target-capture probes 229 We designed a custom target enrichment probeset that accounts for the extensive duplication of macaque MHC 230 genes (Prall et al. 2017) . A tripartite target capture system was used in this study. The first component is SeqCap EZ 231 HGSC VCRome2.1, an optimized human clinical exome probeset. Since macaques are closely related to humans, 232
SeqCap EZ HGSC VCRome2.1 can also be used in macaques, though some sequences that are most divergent 233 between macaques and humans are not efficiently captured. The second component of the target capture system is 234 an additional 22,884 rhesus macaque exon sequences that were not effectively captured with the SeqCap EZ HGSC 235
VCRome2.1 reagent. The third component is a collection of probes designed to specifically enrich macaque MHC 236 class I and class II sequences. These probes span the full length of HLA class I and class II genes including introns, 237 3' UTRs, and approximately 1,000 bp of flanking 5' sequence. 238
We obtained a median coverage of 100X for the target exon sequences across the genome with >20X coverage for 239 94.97% of bases that were targeted in this study. As illustrated in Table 1 , an average of 70,549,789 Illumina 240 sequence reads per sample were obtained for the 27 animals evaluated in this study. These reads were mapped 241 against reference files containing representative genomic HLA exons 2 -3 for HLA-A, and HLA-E exons 2 -4 for 242
HLA-DRA, -DRB1, -DRB3, -DRB4, -DRB5, -DQA1, -DQB1, -DPA1
and -DPB1 sequences. We identified an 243 average of 269,057 MHC class I and class II sequence reads per sample which corresponds to an average of 0.37% 244 of the total sequence reads evaluated per sample ( Table 1) . In a previous study by Ericsen et al. (Ericsen et al. 245 2014), we found that MHC sequences only accounted for an average of 0.13% of the total Illumina sequence reads 246 that were evaluated per animal when the standard HGSC VCRome2.1 panel was used alone for target capture 247 (Supplementary Table 1 ). Thus, we achieved an almost three-fold increase of MHC genomic sequences after 248 inclusion of the spike-in probes for target capture compared to use of the VCRome2.1 probeset alone. 249
We hypothesized that MHC genotypes derived from target-enriched genomic sequence would be comparable in 252 accuracy to MHC genotypes derived from conventional amplicon deep sequencing. MHC class I and class II PCR 253 amplicons were generated from the same 27 animals and deep sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq. sequence in the IPD exon 2 database, which could complement each other to provide support for an allele that was 291 not biologically relevant. As discussed in the Methods, the DSR encompassed polymorphisms that discriminated 292 among closely related alleles by requiring at least one mapped read to unambiguously map to the corresponding 293 allele within the IPD exon 2 sequences. This strategy can identify specific polymorphisms of interest among the IPD 294 exon 2 sequences to produce genotypes for MHC class I and MHC class II (Figures 1, 2 and Supplementary 295 Figure 1 ). For the 27 animals evaluated in this study, DSR was 97.3% and 100% concordant with expected MHC 296 class I and class II genotypes, respectively ( Table 2) . 297
The DSR strategy did not consider sequences that were not among the IPD exon 2 sequences and this lack of 298 consideration contributes to overcalled alleles. The apparent Mamu-A1*059:01 allele in Dam r05029 was 299 erroneously derived from reads that were from Mamu-A1*004g1 and an unknown allele that was not among the 300 sequences in the IPD exon 2 database. As a result of this unknown sequence not being among the known IPD exon2 sequences, reads unambiguously mapped to Mamu-A1*059:01, which caused this allele to be overcalled. This type 302 of overcalling will be mitigated with the discovery of additional allelic variants, and their inclusion in future 303 iterations of the IPD database. 304
The second approach for determining genotypes performed de novo assembly on MHC class I and class II reads 305 from each sample. The resulting assembled contigs were then mapped against IPD exon 2 reference sequences to 306 define perfectly matching contigs. Because most assemblers were not tuned for the challenge of assembling large 307 numbers of contigs that differ from one another by as little as 1 bp, we relied on an assembler, SAVAGE, originally 308 designed to reconstruct viral sequencing haplotypes. As shown in Figures 1, 2 and Supplementary Figure 1 by the inclusion of the filtering steps described under Strategy 2. Across all 27 samples, the SAVAGE contigs are 312 98.3% and 99.7% accurate with respect to the expected MHC genotypes ( Table 2) . 313
While this analysis focused on genotyping using the same exon 2 reference sequences that are commonly utilized for 314
MiSeq amplicon analyses, the SAVAGE contigs are frequently much longer than these reference sequences (Figure  315 3). These extended contigs frequently contain exons 2 through 4, plus the intervening introns, and could be used to 316 provide higher resolution genotyping than is possible using exon 2 sequence alone. Moreover, contigs that contain 317 complete sequences for exons 2-3 of MHC class I and exon 2 of MHC class II alleles meet the minimum criteria for but it is the current standard deep sequencing approach for high-throughput MHC genotyping in macaques. In this 339 report, we compare two novel strategies for MHC genotyping from MES datasets to this standard MiSeq amplicon 340 genotyping method. The results that we obtained with all three approaches show strong concordance with expected 341 MHC genotypes for the Indian rhesus macaques that were evaluated. As illustrated in Figure 3a , MHC class I 342 genomic contigs with an average length of approximately 1.1 kb can be assembled from sequence reads that were 343 initially extracted from the whole exome datasets. 344
Following the initial enrichment step, MHC class II genomic contigs averaging approximately 1.9 kb in length could 345 be assembled from whole exome sequence reads that mapped to HLA-DRB1,-DRB4, -DRB5, -DQA1, -DQB1, addition of HLA spike-in probes containing both exon and intron sequences for the target capture step, and the 348 introduction of 151 bp paired end reads for the Illumina NovaSeq platform greatly facilitated our ability to assemble 349 these extended MHC genomic contigs. Additional technological advances, including even longer sequence reads and 350 more efficient assembly algorithms, will undoubtedly increase genomic contig lengths as well as MHC allelic 351 resolution in future studies. 352 Both MHC genotyping approaches described here depend upon mapping exome sequence reads against a reference 353 database of MHC class I and class II allele sequences. Currently, the IPD database essentially is restricted to coding 354 regions for macaque MHC sequences, and many IPD entries are only partial transcript sequences that lack complete 355 coding regions. In addition, it is very challenging to correctly phase short Illumina sequence read that map to 356 different exons of a specific allelic variant and are separated by intronic sequences that span hundreds to thousands 357 of base pairs in genomic DNA. Our results with the SAVAGE workflow (Figure 3) demonstrate that exome 358 sequence reads that have been enriched with the enhanced MHC probe design described here can be assembled into 359 genomic contigs that span multiple exons and introns. These contigs, therefore, could also be used to improve MHC 360 reference databases, though this requires a major effort with more animals, and is beyond the scope of this 361 manuscript. 362
The current cost of genotyping is relatively high compared to amplicon deep sequencing, largely due to two 363 expenses. First, the amount of sequence data needed for a single sample can be high. Compared to conventional 364 MHC genotyping, where 192 macaques' data can be collected on a single instrument run, exome data acquisition is 365 much more expensive. On an Illumina Novaseq instrument, which has a much higher run cost than the MiSeq, only 366 70 exome samples can be sequenced simultaneously per lane of a S4 flow cell. However, this cost of sequencing is 367 rapidly decreasing, and as of early 2019, commercial providers have advertised sequencing for $9 USD per Gb of 368 whole genome sequence data 1 . Second, a major expense in MHC genotyping is the production, validation, and use 369 of target-capture arrays, as well as the development of in silico data analysis workflows. The approaches described 370 here, in particular MHC genotyping from SAVAGE contigs produced by de novo assembly of exome reads, is 371 flexible and should be adaptable as sequencing approaches evolve and improve. 372 A major goal for future studies will be to attempt to extend these contigs to encompass full length genomic MHC 373 sequences using SAVAGE or other assembly software tools. The relatively compact genomic structure and 374 consistent length of MHC class I genes increase the attainability of this goal. Establishment of comprehensive 375 macaque MHC allele databases of extended genomic sequences will greatly facilitate mapping of exome sequence 376 reads since they will be contiguous with the reference sequences instead of being interrupted by intervening 377 sequences between each exon that are not included in current non-human primate IPD-MHC databases (Maccari et 378 al. 2017) . 379
These results demonstrate that MHC genotypes can be obtained by analyzing genomic DNA selectively enriched for 380 MHC and protein-coding gene sequences. This represents an important advance for characterizing MHC genetics in 381 macaques, and this suggests that analyses of whole exome and whole genome data will become the predominant 382 method for studying macaque genetics in the coming decade. r05029   28  2  1  10  r17099  25  3  1  12  r07010  26  3  1  1  12  r17041  31  3  1  10  r17061  29  1  2  12  1  J8R  29  4  1  12  2  J01  30  3  1  1  11  1  ZC08  24  2  1  12  DGKG  28  4  1  13  CF18  28  3  12  DE1AA  30  5  1  13  DEG8  27  3  1  13  DEXX  24  3  1  1  14  DF24  32  4  1  12  DF64  30  3  1  1  13  DF6T  31  2  1  10  DFET  30  3  1  1  13  1  1  DFV0  28  2  6  DJ94  34 
